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Summary:
Formalization of medical guidelines by means of a general GLIF graphic model is demonstrated in the formalized 2003 European
Guidelines on Cardiovascular Disease Prevention and 2003 ESH/ESC Hypertension Guidelines. It leads a user through the decision
algorithm in diagnostics of several diseases, total cardiovascular risk estimation and appropriate treatment. Moreover, it can show both
the basic information and the appropriate part of guidelines (GL) complete text concerning the selected GLIF model element. The
formalization of GL can function as a feedback for authors to remove uncertainties and information inconsistencies in GL. Estimation of
the total cardiovascular risk and selection of a drug class is easier compared to a time consuming manipulation with tables of paper
guidelines. It offers to physicians a system for a decision support and it checks their decision algorithms in comparison with those of GL.
It could serve as a tool for an audit of physicians work by their professional society using the automatic system, preferably with a direct
data access from a structured electronic health record in future. Computer GL presentation has the potential for an easier GL knowledge
implementation than the classical paper GL form and thus to improve the primary care of cardiovascular diseases.
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1. Introduction
Primary care faces the problem of increasing and quickly changing knowledge in the field of preventive cardiology. Recent surveys have
shown that in the vast majority of cases methodological standards were not complied with guidelines (GL). Therefore, the new methods
for better knowledge implementation of the joint 2003 European Guidelines on Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Clinical Practice
(CDPGL) in primary care are mandatory. The main point is to learn the quickly updated correct decision algorithm in diagnostics of
several diseases, total cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk estimation using the SCORE Model and appropriate treatment given by the
CDPGL [1], [2]. It seems to be useful to add some more detailed essential information about the management (mainly treatment) of
associated risk factors such as hypertension, dyslipidemia and diabetes mellitus. This means to add not overlapping parts of appropriate
guidelines for management of mentioned diseases, e.g. 2003 ESH/ESC Hypertension Guidelines (HGL) [3]. Computer GL presentation
has the potential for an easier GL knowledge implementation than the classical paper GL form and thus to improve primary care.
Materials and Methods

The essential presumption to work with medical guidelines (GL) on computer is their formalization that means their transformation to a
structured form the computer can work with. Medical guidelines usually consist of diagnostic and therapeutical procedures for individual
diseases or groups of diseases. Diagnostic and therapeutical procedures are usually given in a free text, in a better case partially as a
flow chart, which in fact presents a way of text formalization of GL paper form. Generally, a formalization process means transcription of
relations, processes, conditions and time relations by means of formal tools (e.g. logical formulae).
The most important and nowadays mostly used tool for a formalization is the GLIF (Guideline Interchange Format) model [4], [5], [6]. We
use this GLIF model in two versions. The first one is educational and the other one (processing) enables suggestion of partial steps
according GL linked to the information about patient either by direct input or from electronic health record (EHR).
We have created two separate systems. Educational version of GL is portable and is designed to be lightweight. Processing version of
GL is designed for guidelines verification on a sample or real-life patient data.
Educational version of GL presentation system was designed to meet the following criteria:
Internet distribution.
Possibility of off line browsing (files can be downloaded and then viewed off line).
Easy modifications and adaptability to various guidelines.
Possibility of combination of HTML text, GLIF model graphs and specialized presentation modules where standard GLIF model
presentation would be too complex.
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Guidelines are shown in any Java enabled Internet browser (e.g. Internet Explorer with installed Java Runtime Environment).
We developed several Java applet modules used to show guidelines graphically.




Glifview is a GLIF model browser that can present any formalized medical guidelines in a user-friendly manner.
Risk calculator is used to calculate cardiovascular risk and show it graphically.
Drugs selection module is used to manage indications and contraindications for drug classes and selection of rational drug therapy.

All modules are universal with all presented data stored in XML files, so they can be easily adapted to various guidelines.
Processing version of GL has the following properties:







Internet distribution.
All data are stored in mySQL tables.
After entering data defined parameters are calculated.
Processing of GL is performed during their displaying using Macromedia Flash technology.
Processing of GL starts from a chosen input step.
For each step processing GL check all conditions (strict in, strict out, rule in, rule out, see [6], [7]) and verify the explicit further step.
In case of the explicit further step it is processed. Otherwise the GL processing is stopped.

Results
The educational version of GL using the GLIF model leads a physician through the decision tree usually with yes-no alternatives in
dependence on the physician’s knowledge of patient’s data. If a value of some variable is not available the physician can continue and
simulate both possible alternatives at the concerned decision step (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Glifview example.
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Moreover, it can show both the basic information and the complete text of guidelines belonging to the selected GLIF model element. The
Risk calculator system serves for calculation of a total cardiovascular risk from entered data of an individual patient (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Estimation of total cardiovascular disease risk – SCORE chart (high risk region).
Estimation of total cardiovascular risk determinates the term of starting the pharmacological therapy of hypertension and other risk
factors. This decision could be speeded up by the preferential estimation of some variables as it is used in the educational system. These
are associated clinical conditions, diabetes mellitus, items of target organ damage and extreme values of some risk factors. Each of them
individually corresponds to a high cardiovascular risk, which indicates starting the pharmacological therapy. If one of such variables is
present it is sufficient for the decision to start the pharmacological therapy itself and estimation of other risk factors is not at the moment
necessary.
The Drugs selection system enables selection of a drug class according to its indications and contraindications.
The dynamic table compared to the static table of the classical paper HGL makes the drug selection much easier (Figure 3). It has an
extra column with items in groups mainly according to body systems. Marking a certain item (e.g. heart failure) in this column is
associated with automated marking of the same item in rows of several drug classes in the cells crossing both indication and
contraindication columns.
An indicated drug class is highlighted in green; the contraindicated drug class is highlighted either in red (compelling) or yellow
(possible). No colour is used when the drug class is neutral. The system shows also combined situations - a combination of an indication
and contraindication within one drug class (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Indications and contraindications for the major classes of antihypertensive drugs and their combinations.
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Moreover, a physician can differentiate between indicated drug classes according to the number of indicative items when there are more
drug classes indicated. This is also beneficial from educational point of view.
Similarly, in a drug class selection, the estimated compelling contraindication (to a lesser degree also the possible contraindication)
disqualifies the drug class from using in the individual patient. For optimal drug combination only those drugs are suitable, which are
indicated both for monotherapy and effectiveness of their combination (Figure 3 at the bottom).
The obstacle to a practical use of such decision support systems is the repeated input of patients´ data. This can be prevented by
retrieving data directly from a structured electronic health record (EHR). Therefore, the pilot testing of the formalized HGL for research
purposes was realized in cooperation with two Czech companies producing hospital information systems. Thus we had the chance to
know the way of collecting data in their systems. Data were mostly in a free, not structured text, which disabled their automatic extraction
into the formalized GL.
A sufficiently structured electronic health record would be needed for this purpose containing all the variables used in GL for decisionmaking. Moreover, values of the variables would have to be expressed in an appropriate form, e.g. diagnoses in codes of International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision, defined conclusions of some examinations etc.
Therefore, meanwhile an alternative version of processing HGL was created and a physician can put patient’s data directly in the website
version on http://guidelines.euromise.cz/). There is a list of all the variables used the values of which are to be filled in by a physician shown at the left part of Figure 4. Compared to the educational system the browser goes automatically through the GLIF model graph
evaluating conditions of decision steps. If some condition could not be evaluated, as the needed data items are not available, the
browser stops and highlights the branch from the root to the current step. Thus it can serve as a reminder of missing data necessary for
the correct decision. Then the user can input missing data manually (or simulate data) to the browser to continue in visualization.

Fig. 4. Processing version of GL.
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Discussion
Both qualitative and quantitative variables are used in GL for decision-making. The continuous quantitative variables are also presented
as categorical due to the arbitrary given limits between normal and pathological states (blood pressure - BP, cholesterol or creatinine
concentration, left ventricle hypertrophy according to ECG or echocardiography).
The presence or absence of a pathological state (yes-no) in a certain variable has to be expressed for the correct decision-making. In
practice the third possibility occurs frequently that a variable value was not estimated yet or is less probable that it will be estimated at all
due to financial or other reasons (not available).
The processing version of GL solves the problem of the three-value logic with a missing value that the browser stops and highlights the
branch from the root to the current step. Thus it can serve as a reminder of missing data necessary for the correct decision.
Then a physician can manually simulate both variants of the decision algorithm and evaluate their risks for a real decision in an individual
patient or input the missing value.
In case of a low or medium added cardiovascular risk based only on accessible data it is essential to complete the majority of missing
items, it means only the results of examinations that are performed without clinical suspicion can miss.
The processing GL system also solves problems associated with a transformation of a static flow chart or pure text of paper GL in a
system providing the decision algorithm repeatedly as during repeated patient visits with already started pharmacological therapy with
possible quantitative (lowering of BP due to a therapy) and qualitative (recently estimated target organ damage, associated clinical
condition or diabetes with possible consequent change of goal BP value) changes which can modify a patient’s total CVD risk and
conditions for drug class selection.
The system gives a short explanation of appropriate decision step by means of a summary of used items – shown at the left bottom part
of Figure 4. This is an important property of the system to keep its educative function and prevent its degradation to a cybernetic “black
box” with putting data on one side and receiving a recommendation on the other side.
All the possibilities used in decision algorithm could be expressed by means of formalization steps as we could check during
formalization of several medical GL in cardiology - 1999 WHO/ISH Hypertension Guidelines, HGL, CDPGL, Czech GL for treatment of
atrial fibrillation, Czech GL for management of pulmonary arterial hypertension and Czech GL for treatment of unstable angina pectoris in
cooperation with the Czech Society of Cardiology.
In a stage of GLIF model construction from text guidelines, it is important to find a logical and process structure of guidelines, all
fundamental parameters and their interrelationships.
Cooperation of an expert in informatics and medical specialist, preferably one of the authors of text guidelines was especially effective.
Thus uncertainties and information inconsistencies in their free texts, which were not found out, by opponents and medical public could
be explained and removed. The Czech Society of Cardiology is interested in its each new GL checking by means of formalization before
its classical publication.
In future the system could offer the possibility of keeping data and selected steps of the GLIF model which were used for decision,
possibly with a graphical follow up of selected variables – modifiable risk factors.
Future research will probably bring a development of general module, which could be connected using a suitable interface to a sufficiently
structured information system in hospital and physician’s office using international standards.
Conclusions
Formalization of guidelines by means of general GLIF model presents a suitable additional educational tool for their easier knowledge
implementation in comparison with the classical paper form.



It offers to physicians a system for a decision support and it checks their decision algorithms in comparison with those of guidelines.
It could serve as a tool for an audit of physicians´ work by their professional society.
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